
PRODUCT STYLES

1808

1811 / 1811-X (Bariatric) 1814 1812

Wallsaver Wingback Recliner Infusion Wallsaver Recliner Electric Stand-Up Recliner Layflat & Trendelenburg Medical Recliner

1810-G (Glider)
1810-SG (Swivel Glider)

1813-L / 1813-T 1813-XL / 1813-XT (Bariatric)

1801 18021801-X 1815 1816

*Lounge Wingback Lounge

1809 (Stows Under 1808)

Ottomans

Benches Asynchronous/ Patient Chair Lounge Glider Sleepover / Back-Flip

1803

1818 (Two Seat Bench)
1819 (Three Seat Bench)

1804 (Sleepover Lounge Chair) 
1805 (Sleepover Two Place Sofa)

1806

The Revival Collection is the perfect selection for more transitional interiors. 
Softly contoured arms, plump cushions, and a generous seating surface provide 
uncompromising comfort for a variety of public seating applications. Engineered as 
part of the Facelift family of sustainable products, Revival models are backed with 
a Lifetime Warranty to assure uncommonly lasting value. Made in the USA with a 
lifetime warranty.

FRONT COVER: 
Facelift Revival Lounge Seating: 1801, 1802
Edge Collection Tables: 3242416-C, 3242423-V

The companion wingback chair features an adjustable lumbar / headrest pillow which can 
be positioned for individual taste using a simple sliding motion. It can be easily untethered 
for maintenance. While the increased height serves to give added back support and 
comfort, the generously sized wings offer an enhanced sense of personal privacy.  

WINGBACK LOUNGE

23041ASB

Facelift Revival Lounge: 1815, 1816, 1803
Edge Collection Table: 3242416-V

*Select Items Are Available In Our Behavioral Health Collection.



Facelift Revival Lounge: 1801, 1803 
Edge Collection Tables: 336D16-V, 322D23-V

1801 1801-X Bariatric 1802 1818 1816

Standard w/ 
Removable Covers
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Although soft, comfortable and well-tailored, Revival lounge  
is engineered with features that add value and serviceability 
for the most demanding interiors. Any surface where the 
cushioning may be exposed to moisture is encapsulated 
with an antimicrobial barrier to prevent contamination and to 
improve hygiene.  All Revival models are engineered to accept 
weights up to 1,000 lbs. 

Available as two and three place units, Revival benches offer 
the same seat comfort and sustainability features as the 
lounge seating.  Options include aluminum metal legs and 24” 
height arms.

LOUNGE | BENCHES |  OTTOMANS



1813-L 1813-XT Bariatric / Trendelenburg1813-L 1813-L Extended Footrest 1813-L Full Recline

Facelift Revival Medical Recliner: 1813-L
Facelift Revival Back-Flip Sleeper: 1806 
Serene Casegoods Collection: 61-222, 61-801, 61-4828

The Revival medical recliners have been engineered to 
withstand the rigors of the modern healthcare environment, 
blending extreme comfort with reliability and function. It comes 
with all the necessary options required by caregivers to serve 
their patients with the best available care. Revival Medical 
Recliners include layflat and trendelenburg models. All models, 
including bariatric, are capable of supporting 500 lbs.

MEDICAL RECLINERS
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1811 Extended FootrestFacelift Revival Infusion Wallsaver Recliner: 1814 

Facelift Revival offers two wallsaver recliner models, including 
our new Infusion Wallsaver Recliner and our standard version. 
With healthcare environments shrinking, the ability to place our 
recliners in very close proximity to the wall can save valuable floor 
space. The robust recline release lever is conveniently located on 
the inside of the arm to relieve issues of breakage and snagging 
tubes and cables. Both models can be optioned with electric 
recline, or heat and massage.

WALLSAVER RECLINERS

1814 Extended Footrest

1814

1814 Full Recline
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1811

Adjustable
Semi-Attached
Pillow / Lumbar



1812 1812 Full Recline 1812 Full Stand-Up

GLIDERS | PATIENT CHAIR | ELECTRIC STAND-UP RECLINER

1808 w/ 1809 Ottoman1810-G / 1810-SG 1808 / 1809 Full Recline

Facelift Revival Electric Stand-Up Recliner: 1812
Facelift Patient Chair & Ottoman: 1808/1809

Edge Collection Table: 3242423-V
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With a transitional and highly adaptable design, Evolve Revival seating 
elegantly balances the essentials of style, comfort and common sense 
design. Appropriately proportioned and expertly crafted, Revival is ideally 
suited for the demanding high-performance healthcare and institutional 
environments. The collection includes a full complement of individual or 
tandem seating and table configurations ingeniously engineered as part of 
the Facelift family of sustainable products. 



1804 Chaise Position

Facelift Revival Back-Flip Sleeper Sofa: 1806
Edge Collection Table: 3242423-V 

Designed for interiors where space is limited, the Sleepover requires zero 
wall clearance allowing it to be placed flush against the wall. The supremely 
simple and elegant Sleepover lounge seating pays meticulous attention 
to detail and quality construction. Offering generous comfortable support 
in every position, the Sleepover easily glides from being fully upright into a 
completely flat full length sleep surface.

Our sensible Sleepover Back-Flip Sofa is both beautiful and functional. Just 
fold down the back cushion and it transforms into a generous sleeping 
surface. Both models feature an antimicrobial moisture barrier and Velcro 
attached removable covers.

SLEEPOVER | BACK-FLIP SOFA

1804 Closed Position
(1805 Sleepover Two Place Sofa Available)

1804 Sleeper Position 1806 Sitting Position 1806 Transition 1806 Sleeper Position 10


